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F' is cof lab by if in this situation 
~ + lim F = F ( 'A) = A 
{t..'E A+I>--<'A.'} 
an injection. 
However, the proof of L<;=!mma 1.1 applies to show that 
{ ~' I A.' EA1 } •A and that the morphism lim F -,--+ lim F = A A1 { A. • E A+ I A < A ' } is the 
obvious inclusion. Therefore we are done. 
Q.E.D 
lim, see [Lai , 
t+ 
Consider the resolving complex C (A ·-) 
.. +' for 
(1 .2} ). By Lenuna 1 .2, c.(A+~F) is an A-free resolution of the 
maximal ideal m of A. Therefore 
A. ) Tor. t k, k "' 
l ® k) 
A 
Now C_(i\+;F) 181 k = c.(A+:F®k), therefore 
A A 
Hi-l (C.(A+;F)~k) = l~m(i-l )(FiliiAk). 
A it+ 
i ::::: 0 
i "' 1 
Observe that the projective system F •A k is isomorphic to 
ilk( A.), where k(l-.) is the projective system defined by: 
A.EA+ {: if A.' * A k(A.)(;V) ::::: if A.' = i\ 
Put for any i\ E A+ 
' 
~ = {A.'EA+jA'(A} 
L(A.) = {A.'EA+jA.'<A, l--':fi\} = ~-{i\} 
It is easy to see that there are isomorphisms: 
for n ) 0 
In fact this follows from the existence of a lJ-projective 
resolution of k( A), trivial outside of ')(, see [La 1, ( 1 • 2)]. 
r: ... ' 
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Let ~X be tl1e constant projective system on ~ defined by 
k (~') = k, and let k' 
--A -A 
defined by k'(A") =-= 0 
-A 
be the subprojective system of 
if and ~~(A') = k if A I * A. 
Then there is an exact se•1uence oE projective systems on ~ 
0 ? k' 
_:A + ~A + k ( A) + 0 
l\s [: for n == 0 1\m(n)~A :::: ~ for n ) 1 
and since 
lim ( n) k ~ = 1 im ( ) k = H ( E ( A h k ) 
1\- . - L(t)·n - n 
A 
n ) 0 
where k is the constant projective system k on L(A.), and where 
we denote by E(A) the simplicial set defined by the ordered set 
L(A.), see [La 1, (1 .1) ], we obtain an exact sequence 
0 + l~m(l) k(A) +l-im~~ +k + 1-imk(A) + 0 
~ ~ ~ 
and isomorphisms: 
n ;;. 2 
Notice that l~m k(A) = 0 unless A is minimal in A+ , in which 
~ 
case lim k(A) = k, and 
-+ 
~ 
1 im ( 1 ) k ( A) = 0. 
~ 
If A is not minimal, then 
"'H (E(A):k) 
0 
where H 
• 
is the augmented homology. 
Summing up we have proved the following 
Proposition 1.3 
u H -2(E(A);k) 
AEA n 
+ 
n = 0 
n = 1 
n ;l< 2 
where p is the number of minimal elements of A+ . 
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§2 Application to 2-dimensional Torus embeddings 
Let A' c:: z 2 be the saturat_ed rational monoid generated by 
- =+ 
(m1 ,n1 ) and (m2 ,m2 ) satisfying 'the two conditions 
i) (m.,n.) = 1 
L L 
ii) The system {(m1 ,n1 ), (m 2 ,n 2 )} is right-oriented 
i.e. satisfies 
m] •n2 - ~2 •n1 = p > 0 
Whenever needed we shall consider z2 
=+ 
as embedded in ~2 or R 2 
by the obvious inclusions. 
Consider the linear transformation 
given by 
T(m 1 ,n 1 ) = (p,O) 
T(m2 ,n2 ) == (O,p) 
He may represent T by the 2x2 matrix 
= 
He are interested in the image of A' under the transformation T, 
denoted by A= T(A'). In particular we are interested in the 
subset An [o,p)2. If p= 1, then A= g~,and therefore A= 
k[A] = k[x 1 ,x 2 ]. This case presents no problem, so we 
assume p > 1. Consider the intersection A1 = An{(l ,n)Eg~}. The 
following lemma holds: 
Lemma 2.1 
There exists ~ E ~; with 0 < ~ < p such that 
Moreover, for this ~ we have 
An= An({n}x~) 
= {(n,n·~+rjap)jl)E~ and n•e:+-rpp;;,O}. 
-- G -
Proof 
Since (m 2 ,n 2 ) == 1, there exists an inte«Jer pall' 
such that 
T(x ,y ) = (n2 x -m2 y ,-n1 x +m, y ) E ( {1 }x __ z). 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
(x ,y ) E z2 
0 0 
The set { (m 1 , n 1 ) , (m 2 , n 2 ) } forms a basis for ~ 2, and there exist 
a, ~ E Q such that 
0 -
But T is a linear map so we have 
This implies 1 a. = -p 
we deduce that ~0 ~ 
and from equation ( *) and the fact (m1 ,n 1 ) = 
~· So there exists an integer tJ. E g such 
and that 0 < ~ + 1-L < l 0 
T((x ,y )+f.L(m 2 ,n?)) = a:c(p,o)+(~ +tJ.)(O,p) E ({1 }x[O,p]). 0 0 ~ 0 
Put ~ = ~ 0+1J and (x,y) = (x 0 ,y 0 )+f!(m 2 ,n 2 ) E g~· 
a,~ E Q are rational numbers, and y the product of their 
denominators. The numbers y•a, y·~ are integers, and 
Since the monoid A' is saturated, it follows that (x,y) E A'. 
Let i;, = ~·p. Then T(n•(x,y)) = (n,n•O. Now consider the 
equivalence 
If ne~ + ~·p ) 0 then we have 
(n,n*~+~op) = T(n(x,y)+~(m2 ,n2 )) 
- T(n•a(m1 ,n 1 )+(n·~+rj) (m 2 ,n2 )) 
and (n,n~t:+~·p) E A. This follows from the fact that an integer 
pair, positively generated by (m1 ,n1 ) and (m2 ,n2 ) is element of A'. 
'I'(x.y) E 1\ , 'T(x',y') (..:1 
for some a 
-·~--- ~T! q 0 
,{. 
~·~ rn"}"Y~ 
·"-
r-' olnce (m~1 ,n 
<._, 
is valei:'t. t_o 
vrn 
for some c E 
( c ~!- ' \ ··- '''ll •m X J ] 
~n . X ' t m 
1 J 
·--
~~, n, . X I ·+- ITJ l l 
Thus we hav'~ a 1 iz)rl 
(mod p) } , 
If we inte a.r1d the of 
Lemma 2.] 
(/ 
we get a number n E 
i) () r) p 
T] ~ r:· - } (mod p '~ ii) 
The use of tlt Ll 
of 1\. is the 
following If f.. A.' ( a ' , b' ) E 11. and if 
In a 1::>) , ( ,3 ' ? b ' ) E •\; b ::: a • ~: mod p) , b ' ::: a ' • 1: (mod p ) 
and a -a ~ 0, b' t .. herefore 
(a'-a,b"-b E A. N0ti t t .. is 11.r.:os that. the order relation on 
fl. (see § 1 } ()11 A the restriction 
of the t.:)rclina :"<?la 5on on 2 
l (~. 
I 
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Definition 2.3 
Let P E Z 2 • Define the ordered set ~ assopiated with P by 
=+ ! '.' 
9 = {~EAi~'P} cA. Tt1e associated simplicial set will also be 
denoted by ~. 
Correspondingly we shall let L(P) = {AEAjlP} also denote the 
associated simplicial set. (When P E A, this is preciely the set 
E{P} of paragraph 1.) 
Remark 2.4 
Notice that for we have L(P) 
Lemma 2.5 
Let and ~ be defined as above. Let 
defined by 
Then for any P E U 
n ;.;. 0. 
Proof 
' 
= 6 p. 
u c: z2 
=+ 
be the set 
It is obviously sufficient to prove the lemma in the case 
where P = (a,b) satisfies the condition b > p+a·~· Given 
P = (a,b)E~~, and suppose b > p+a·~· Then there exist integers 
a, B E Z such that 
b - a·~ = a•p + ~ 
with 0 < ~ ( p and a ) 1 • We shall prove the lemma by induction 
on the integer a. 
Suppose a = 0. Then L(P) has a final object and the homo-
logy vanishes. 
Suppose a > 0. Let P = (a, b) E U, and suppose the formula is 
valid for all ( m, c) E U with m < a. Notice that Lemma 2. 1 
9 -
Now it edsy t_o sec~ that 
i) J\ J\ L ( P) =- (a·· 1 b) U ( a~ b- r-l ) 
ii) ' ,/\ ( .)/\ ( )/\ t a- 1 , b- f3 ) "" a -1 , b n a, b- ~ 
Apply the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and obtain the long exact 
sequence 
1 ( a- 1 t b- ~ ) .,. • e • 6 • 
where H (P) is the homology of the ordered set associated with P . . . 
But now we have b > p+a·~ > p+(a-1) ~~ and b-~ s a•p+a&~ ~ p+a·~ 
(,a+l b~"') E u. The induction 
, I f' 
hypothesis in~lies 
~ 
H ( a-- 1 b·- Q ) n ' 'J. "" Hn(a-1 ,b) :::;; 0 'II n ) 0. 
( a, b- ~ ) E ll ami ( /\ a, b- ~) has a final object: therefore 
'II n ;. 0 
Thus, us the exactness of the above sequence 1 we get 
Ill fi !P) :~ o n .. 'II n ~ 0 
which proves the lernma. 
Defini·tion 2.6 
Let p E 2 ·rhe maxima 1 polygon associated with P, M(P) is 
the set of max 1 elements of the convex hull C( L( P)) s_ i$ of 
L ( p) . regarded as an ordered set with the obvious ordering 
relation" 
Put M (P) = L(P)n M(P) Then the following lemma holds. 
0 
Lemma 2.7 
~1 (P) is the set of maximal elements of L(P). 
0 
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Proof 
Let max L( P) i.k' the set of maximal elements of L(P). 
Obviously (P) ~:;_ trklX L(P). Assume A. E max L(P) and A. f fi-1 0 (P). 
~1( p) 1.s a cc;nvex poly(Jon and A. has to sit strictly below some 
e . P i ck v E~ 1:: t i c e s of e ; ll' il ' EM (P), il t ~·, and consider 0 
th<i.l element. n E ~ ~ we have seen (Remark 2. 2) 
_..,. 
that n E A. An easy argument then shows that n E L(P) and that 
n is aboVE~ t.he e e, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
It is easi seen that M(P) must lie inside a square, pxp, with 
i? as t.he max 
For evtc~ 
Proof 
It is 
1 point .. 
P E 2 with P ) (p,p), and every A. E A: 
M ( P+ 1-.) = ~1( P ) +A. 
to show the equality M ( P+ A.) 
0 
/1. < ~+ ~- < P+ A.. Now choose '11 E 
= M (P)+A.. So let 
0 
M ( P+ A.) such that 
0 
A. < il+A. < '11 < P+A. Then we have il < n-A. < P. Since il•'fl•A. E A, the 
remark (2.2) 
Cons 
inverse 
1-L ) "A.. Th 
B ( P+ ?c) 
0 
point. 
1 u:~ 
fol 
sits ins 
So let iJ 
ies n-A. E A, thus we get il = n-A. or n = !l+A.. 
( P+ A.) and t-'1 (P)+A. c ~1 (P+A.). To prove the 
0 - 0 
we first notice that if ~ E M (P+~) 
0 
then 
from the fact that P ~ (p,p) and that 
a square pxp with P+A. as the maximal 
( P+ ;, ) 'I'l1en f.l. < P+ A. or il- A. < P. Choose 
,,., E t1 (P) 
'I 0 such t.hat. il~ A. <. n < P. Th implies il ~ n+A. < P+A.. But 
11 E M ( P+ /...' r 0, J 
the lemma .. 
implies fl = n+A. which proves 
Q.E.D. 
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Definition 2.9 
Put 
for 
Let P E Z 2 
=+ 
and denote by: 
i ~ 
{v. . ( P) } 
1, J j = 
the lattice point on M(P) where 
.i is the number of the edge count.ed from right, and 
j is the number the lattice point on the edge, also 
counted from right. 
v. _, v' 1 for i - 1 ' 2 ' & ~ "' 6 n and v = v . Notice that 1. J.. I . n+1 n,mn 
i = l '2 ' . . . 'n we have m . ) 2 and v. = v. ' . l l, mi l.+J 
Denote by 
i = 
{e .. (P)} 
1., J j = 
For ... ,n 
Let 
the edges between 
"1 If ~ j}o "', m. 
V . . ( P) and V . . 1 ( P) l.,J~ l.,J+ 
e . ( P) 
l 
l 
m. --1 
l 
-- u 
j~l 
e. . ( P) 
l' J 
are then the edges of M ( p) • 
be the absolute values of the slopes of the 
e.(P)'s 
l 
and let finally 
{xi (P) }i=1, .•• ,n X.- X(V. 2)-X(V. 1) l le J_, 
and {Y i ( P) } i=l , ••. , n Y. = Y(V. 2 )-Y(V. 1 ) be the differehces l 1' l' 
in the values of the coordinates of 
and V. 2 ( P) • l, 
It is clear that M(P) is netermined by these families of numbers. 
Moreover, we deduce ·the following 
Y.(P) = S.(P)eX.(P) 
l :L l 
i:::=l, ••• ,n 
Put, as a shorthand, a. (P) = X(P)-X(V. (P)) and G. (P) = Y(P)-
1 ]. _l 
Y{V i (P)), and notice tha·t ai+l (P) > ai(P), Ri+l (P) < Ri (P). 
For every pair ( i' j ) i = l , ... , n, -j=l, •.• ,m. th0 proof of 
r,emma 2. 7 gives Uu' ex i. s t ence 
. t '/ , ( P )} , Y ( \T , . + .. l ( P ) ) J iHH] 
l ' 'i l, J 
- l 
of nnique points 0. . ( r) == 
l, J 
P .. (P) := (X(V. _. _1 (P)), Y(V .. (P))) !.,] l,J+ l,J 
\vi th the prop,~rt_ ies 
L(Q .. (P)) }_ ' J 
( - 1\ p' - p) 
l, J 
Definition 2.10 
i\ i\ 
V .. (P) lJ V. '+l (P) 
l' J l, J 
i\ (\ 
""V .. (P) n V .. 1 (P) l,J l,J+ 
Denote by P. ·the unique element of 
l 
z2 
=+ 
such that P~ 
l 
m. 
l 
1\ -
= n P .. j=l l, J 
Let ?~. E A and let n be the number of edges of M( A.) • The 
next lemma will show that M(P. (A.)) is congruent to the polygon 
l 
tvl( A.) with the i-th edge removed. We shall therefore index the 
vertices and the edges etc. of M(P.(/1.)) 
l 
by restricting the 
corresponding indexing of M(A.). Thus e.(P.(A.)) does not exist 
ever 
modulo translation, e .(P.( A.)) 
J l 
i :f j. Likewise V.(P.(A.)) 
l l 
l l 
is congruent to 
does not exist and 
e . ( A.) 
J 
when-
V. 1 ( P. ( A.)) = \!. 1 ( P . ( 7\)) • Notice that the intersection points 1- ,m. 1 1 1+ 1 l-
P.(P. (7\)) and P. (P.(/1)) are, in general, different when i :t j. 
J l l J 
Let P {. '· } (A.) denote their intersection, i.e. the unique element 
l, J 
of z2 
=+ 
such that 
P{. -~(A.)(\ 
.l, J == P.(P.(A.))"'n P.(P.(A.))"'. l J J l 
In general we make the following definition, (7\ >> 0 means 
X(A.),Y(A.) » 0). 
Definition 2.11 
Let 7\ E A and ~H A.) as above, 7\ » 0. Let I::_ {1 ,2,, •. ,n} 
be a set of integers different from the empty set. Define PI (A.) 
recursively via the intersection property 
( \!\ j\ PI 'A.J = n P.(PI-{-i}(/1.)) 
iEI l ~ 
where 
-- j J 
Lemma 2.12 will show that M(P{ .. }(A)) 
l' J 
is congruent to M(A) 
with the i--th and the j-th ed~Je removed, and that in general 
is congruent. to M( /1.) with the i-th edge removed for 
every i E I C:: { 1 , 2, ..• , n}. 
Lemma 2.12 
Let A M ( 'A) be as above and let I c { 1 , 2, ••• , n } be a set of 
integers, "'che set included. 
i) The maximal polygor1 ~1(P 1 (t..)) of the set P 1 (/\)/\ is congru-
ent to t.he maximal polygon rv1 (A.) of A" with the i'-th edge 
removed for every i E I. 
ii) Let for r. = (a. ,a.). Then for every 
l 1 1-'1 j f I 
where is d1e vector associated to the edge 
a.= a.('J\), A,= A,(/\). 
l l 1-'l 1-'l 
Proof 
He shall the lemma by induct.ion on the number of 
elements of I, #I ~ k. 
The case k = 0 1s vacous; just notice that eh = rh -rh+l so 
A.-r - l: e ·- 11.-r . 
n+1 h~I h J 
h ~j 
Suppose the lemma holds for #I = k-1, 0 < k c n, and let 
I := { 1 , . , ••• , n } with I = k. To simplify notation, write for 
every i E I~ 
1\ 
P 1 (A.} = fl 
iEI 
' 1\ 
' ( A) = 
• 1 
(min X ( PI ~ ( A) ) , min Y {PI . ( A) ) ) 1\ 
iEI ,J.. iEI ' 1 
so we have to the relation between the intersection points 
P 1 .(~). The induct 
' :t 
hypothesis gives 
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PI.(/\) 
' J 
""A.~· ) r.-r - ) e ·-(a. ~a.,O) 
_, _ . 1~ r _. I 1 n+ 1 1 1:: 1· r . l h J + 1 . J · 
..Lt_·-tJ 1 '!' -lJ 
h>j 
=:c }\ -~ ~ r . + ): e1 - ( a . 1 - a . , 0 ) iH l 'hEI 1 J+ J 
h> j 
Consider the last of the abovf~ sum, 2: ,._ h . e + ( X ( e . ) , 0 ) . The 
nEL >J h J 
fact that a . _ > a: . and ]+! J ~j+1 < ~j shows that the X-value of 
this vect.or increases and the Y-value decreases with increasing 
j E I. So it follows that 
( . A ( )/\ - )A PI A.) ~"' PI . A n PI . ( A. 
' 1.1 ' 1 k 
--- (X ( PI . ( A. ) ) , Y ( PI . ( A.) ) ) A 
'
1 1 . ' 1 k 
where I = {i 1 <i.-, ~ ~ •< L 
X(p ( ')) = Xf'->: r ) I . 1\ ' 1'- •• • I . . 1 
,11 J.E 1.+ 
and Y(P 1 (A.)) = Y(P 1 . (A.)) = 
,lk 
v-1e get the two inequalities 
A.) < A·· L r . 
. · ET 1+1 l. -
< 'A·- '\ r. !. 1 iEI -
Obviously "-" ;· :> 1'- ~.,_EI·-· v l l 
' and therefore A.-EiEiri+l-rl < P 1 (A.) and A.-EiEiri-rn+l < P 1 ( A.). 
are the "endpoints" of the 
maximal polygon of P 1 (A.). 
Using the faci'::. that we have the equalities 
n 
' \ r · r· ,,~ 1' --. 1-'1 i EI 1.+ 
= A.- r r. -r - ~ e 
iEI 1+1 n+1 h~l h 
n 
= A.- ~ ( r . 1 - r . ) - Y r . - r 1 - /. eh i~I 1.+ 1 iEI 1 n+ h~l 
-- 71.··), r"-r,- .• - Y e, 
iEI L .!'Tl hti n 
This proves part 1 
To prove ) observe that i) lies 
X(P.(P_(/1.))) ~ X(!v-) r. _·-r + Y e) 
J 1 i~I 1+! 1 h~I h 
We already know 
Y(P.(P {'A)) 
J I 
and there fore 
-· X ("A~ Y r 
iEI 
p ' p ~- )\_) ) -- ;\- ~ 
J ~ iEI 
h< j 
, 1 ~ ~ eh+e.) ~, h~I J 
h~ j 
+(X(e.),O) 
] 
which. is the c1 med equat for P j (PI ( f..) ) , # I = k. 
Coroll 2.13 
Q.E D. 
P, ( A ) E A i f and on 1 y if I = { 1 ·' 2 , •.• , n } or I ~ ¢ . 
i 
Proof 
0 .;; ~ 
iEI 
tJt equali on tl1e left or right if and 
only I - ¢ respectjve 
Q.E.D. 
In the next few lemmas we shall relate the homology of L(P) 
to t_he homo of orde sets connected 
and assume P >> 0. Put M = M(P) V- ~ V.(P) 
1 ]_ 
Lemma 2,14 
M(P). Let 
etc. 
P E z 2 
=+ 
In the situat above ~,,,e have an omorphism for every r ~ 0 
Proof 
m. -l 
1. 
:m. --1 
:l 
j=2 
: p' ) 
• l.' 
ne V -- V.·-·r .. , 1 E A. Then for j = 1 ,2, ..• ,m. l l-r. 1 
i\ 
p' ' 1, ) - (X(Pi .),Y(V) i\u rxrv) y(p .. ))/\ -- f J ' ' . ' ' l .• J ' 
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The proof of this is left to the reader; a;r~ i:lrgulllent analogue to 
the p.t·opf of LeH1ma 2.7 will give the result. 
Applying the redclced ~1ayer-Vietoris sequence, and using the 
fact that !\ V has a final object",' we get an isomorphism for 
j = 1,2,, .. ,nL-1 
1 
and r ;;. 0 
H ~· ( p . ' ) "" H ( X ( p . . ) ' y ( v ) ) l:b H ( X ( v ) , y ( p . .! ) ) 
r l,J r l,J '-Y r l,J 
But we also have for j ·- 2,3, ..• ,m.-1 
l. 
L ( V . . ) :::: (X ( P . . 1 ) , Y (V) ) /\ U (X ( V) , Y ( P, . J. )) /\ 1, J l, ]--.~ -L,y 
So for every r ;;. 0 
(***) 
(****) 
Sunmting over j = "l ,2, ... ,m.-1 
l. 
the isomorphisms (***), changing 
paranthesises, and using (****) we get 
m. -1 
l 
·~ 1 
~ j=] 
ED u ( L ( v . ' ) ~H ( X ( v ) I y ( p . 1 } )@FL ( X ( p . ] ), y ( v ) ) 
~ r l,J r J, r l.,m.-2 1. 
m. -·1 
l 
u ( L ( v . . ) )@U ( p . ) 
._ 2 r l,J r 1 ]-· 
V r ;;. 0 
Q.E.D. 
The next lemma gives the relation between the homology of L(P) 
and the homology of the intersesction points 
Lemrna 2.1 5 
Let the symbols P,M,vi,j be as above; 
p .• 
l 
n is the number of 
edges of M. There is an isomorphism for every r > 0 
H (L(P)) 
r "' r Ef) . Hr- 1 ( L (vi j ) ) 1 @ 1,2, ... ,n ' 
j""2,3 ••. ,m.-1 
l. 
- 17 -
Proof 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.7 we have 
L( p) = u 1\ Q .. 
where 
/\ 
l' J 
i=1 " ... ~ n 
j""'l, ... ,m.-1 
l 
and the intersections 1\ Q .. 
l, J 
1\ 
n o. .+, 
.1, J 1 and 
always are ordered sets with vi,j+l respec-
,, , as final elements. Using the Mayer-Vietoris 
vi+1,1 
sequence repeated we find 
H (L(P)) r .. "' @ fi (o .. ) 
. 1 r l;, J 
App 
1\ /1 
(Qi .c,V , ·'' 
-·' J l' J 
ofJt_airx 
If 
Lemma 2.16 
l= I i> 1/j "II n 
j=!, ... ,rn.-1 
l 
sequence once more to the system 
). Since vr: 
l j has a final element we 
e.'rery r > 0 
( p. . ) 
l, J 
••• , m. -1 , Using Lemma 2.14 the lemma 
l 
Q.E.D. 
Let A E A and let I c {l ,2, ... 1 n}. Suppose 2 ~ #I=k < n. 
Let P = P 1 (i\) I and P _ . = P. ( P {. }('A)). Then for every 1,1 1 I- 1 r ~ 0 
we have an isomo ism 
vlhere 
Proof 
Def 
·' 
,1_ 
t(J:C !! j 
t 
J" 
i~I Hr(L(Vi(PI-{i}))) ® Hr(PI) 
i:f:ik 
ia the intersection property 
. F of Lemma 2. 1 2 \ve deduce 
-- ] 8 -
/\ 
- P . . n t,~]'~j-1 
p . 
I, 1 . 
J 
for every j -- 2, .... ,k. 
For j = 1, ... k-1 we have the inequalities 
PI . < V . ( PI_ { . } ) 
'l . l. l . 
J J J 
and from Lemma 2:12 the equality 
p . 
I I 1 . 1. ]+ 
- V .. (PI.{' })-(0,~. -~. +l) 
1] - lj. lj+l lj+J (*****) 
Thus P . < V. ( P _ {. ) ) • In addition we have the inequality 
I,lj+l 1 . .1~ 1.) 
- J J 
V. (P1 {' })-r. < P . . • The last statement is an 1j - lj 1. l I,1 1 ,1j+l 
immediate consequence of the two relations 
V. (P . )~r. 
l. I-{J .. } J..+l 
J J J 
< p 
I, i j+ J 
The first follows from equation (*****), the other is easily 
deduced from Ler:tma 2 • 1 2 using the analytic formula for 
Thus we have 
i) V. (PI·{·. })-r. l l . - l . 1. .+ 
J J J 
< V. ( P1_ { . } ) 1, • l . J . J 
ii) < V. (PI {. } ) 1. . - 1. . 
J J 
iii) X(P 1 . ) = X(V. (PI-{' ))) 
, l . . .. 1 . l . ]+! J J 
iv) 
PI . • 
, ll 
Applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence three times we obtain for 
every r > 0 an isomorphism 
But p . . = p I, 1 1 , lk . I 
so an iterated use of the described process 
will give the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
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Ide art'~ now in position to state and prove the main x;-esult of this 
paragraph. 
Theorem 2.17 
Let A E A, A > > 0 and P = P1 ('A), as above. Let I n be the 
number of ed')es of M( /,) • Then for every integer r > n there is 
an isomorphism 
where and 
Proof This is 
2. 1 6' where we for 
that if I :j: ¢, p I 
the process stops 
<:a (9 
#I=k-1 i ~I 
m. -1 1~ fi k(V_. .(P1 )))l j=2 r- :L,J J 
I = {i < .. •<i }. 
1 k 
just an iterated use of Lemma 2. 1 5 
each step increase the order of I. 
E A if and only if I = {1 , ... ~e~,n}. 
when #I = n. Moreover, for #I < n 
and Lemma 
Remember 
Therefore 
we have 
Q.E.D. 
Now go back to the calculation of the right~hand side of the 
equation in Proposition 1 .3. In Theorem 2.17 we made the 
assumpt.ion A >> 0, In fact it suffices to know that n+1 A> 2::. 1r .. l= l 
This is to ensure that all the points needed in Lemma 2.16 really 
are elements of A. 
Put 
n+1 
Z = {XEAj A.> /. r.} 
. 1 l l= 
and recall the definition of 
see(2.5). 
- 20 -
Put 
W = (A-Z) n (A-U) 
W is a finite set containing all ~ E A-Z with the property 
~ (~) * 0. Since for each ~ E A, L(~) is a finite ordered set, 
• 
there exist N' such that Hm ( L( ~)) = 0 for all m ~ N' • Since W 
is finite we may choose N' such that Hm(L(~)) = 0 for all 
m > N' and all 'A E w. Putting hm(L(~)) = di~ H(L(~)) we have 
thus proved 
J. h (L(~)) = /. h (L(~)) 
~Ez m . 'AEA m 
for every m > N' • Go;Lng back to Theorem 2. 1 7 we see that the 
problem is to calculate the number l:~EZhm-k(L(Vi,j(P1 (~))))• So we 
need a lemma. 
Lemma 2.18 
Let Z c A and N' be defined as above. Let N = N'+n. Pick 
m > N and let (k,I,i,j} be a quadruple which occurs in Theorem 
2.17. Then we have the equality 
' L h k(L(V .. (PI(~)))}= ~EZ m- 1, J 
Proof 
J. h k(L(~)) 
~EZ m-
The map ~ + V . . (PI ( ~) ) 
1, J 
from Z into A, is obviously a 
rigid translation. Of course we have ~ > V . . ( P1 ( 'A )) 1, J 
Z c {~EAj3~'EZ with 'A=V .. (PI(~'})}. 
- 1,) 
so 
Let 'A' E Z with V. . ( P1 (A.' ) ) ~ Z. He have m-k ;;. N-k > N' 1,] 
by definition of N'; h k(L(V .. (P 1 (A.')))) = O. Since m- 1, J 
and 
L h k(L(V .. (PI(A.}))) = L h k(L(~))+ l. h k(L(V .. (P (~')))) 
A.EZ m- 1,J A.EZ m- A.'EZ'm- 1,] I 
where Z' = {.A.' EZ IV. . (PI ( ~' ) ) fZ } we have proved .the lemma. 
1, J 
Q.E.D. 
- 2] 
Theorem· 2. 1 9 
Let the number N be as above. Let for every: m ::;. N 
y :::::: 
m 
y' s : 
2: A.EAhmL( A.). Then 
h 
Ym = l:k::::] Rk ® 
there exists a recursion in the 
given by 
where n is the number of edges of the maximal polygon r.1( A.) of 
A., ~- > > 0 , and n S :-;;; r.._, (m.~1 }, where 
J.-! ~ 
m. 
l 
lattice points on the th edge of M( A.). 
Proof 
is ·the number of 
Due to Lemma 2.1 8 and Theorem 2:~ 1 7 the only problem is to 
calculate the sums (I={i 1 <•••<ik}) 
m. -1 
l 
/. Ym~k j=l l. I=k-l 
This is a pure combinatorial problem and it is easy to shCliN' that 
which proves the ·theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollar_y 2. 20 
Let be a saturated rational monoid, and let k [A' ] 
be the associated monoid algebra. Consider the corresponding 
isolated singularity of the affine scheme X = Spec k[A' ]. The 
Betti ser m B(t) = ~ , ~ t of the local ring of this singularity 
n"'o m 
is rational with denomia tor 
Proof 
n 
-] + y 
k=l 
- 22 -
Follows immediately from Theorem 2.17 and the formula of 
Proposition 1 .3 implying A = y ~-'m m-2 for m >> 0. 
[La 1 J 
[La 2 J 
[ Od) 
Q.E.D. 
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